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 Wicked situations

 Knowledge and ignorance

 Policy and boundary setting

 Sustainability and wicked situations

 Sustainable cities as a systemic situation

 Foresight and wicked situations

 Foresight and sustainable cities

Outline
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 Unbalance between existence & extinction

 Complex living systems evolves, regenerates and self-organises to 

adapt to changing circumstances 

 Interactions between complex living systems creates emergent 

possibilities leading to adaption and evolution

 Emergence = unpredictable things in complex adaptive systems 

 Problems of living = situations 

 uncertain, systemic, emergent, dynamic, with fuzzy boundaries, and 

interdependent of yet other situations (messy) 

 difficult (impossible) to anticipate (unknown) 

Wicked Situations
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 Projection of knowledge into the future implies speculation (opinion) 

and conjecture (fragmentary evidence to support opinions) due to 

incomplete understanding of events or situations (unknown)

 Confidence in extending knowledge into the future leads to a single 

dimension of thought (based on experience that seems relevant)

 Existence is built upon the boundaries of knowledge 

 Conceptual constructions (models) make comprehension possible 

 Comprehension  knowledge + ignorance

 Bounded rationality limits situations to within defined boundaries that 

enables a cycle of appreciation and amelioration of a situation

Knowledge vs. Ignorance
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Notions of certainty are misplaced; need to acknowledge ignorance and 

duality about knowledge and the behavioural influences involved

Attempts to look inside ‘unknown unnknowns’ will be unsuccessful…

… need to understand how ideas emerge randomly and through the fuzzy 

boundary between the unknown and the barely appreciated

Notions of Ignorance
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The suppression of ‘known unknowns’ to ensure that policy outcomes are 

achieved limits the policy makers dilemma to ‘recognisable complication’ that is 

‘controllable’ to achieve ‘what is desirable’

Constrained appreciation of the dynamic situation and absence of a common 

language leads to a biased and partial model

But situations occur in cascades and understanding these (messy) 

interrelationships in depth and breadth require a set of (new) skills and: 

 common ground and language 

 particular forms of learning

If boundaries are autopoietic, decisions are likely to be closed and taken in 

‘silos’, with a stronger appreciation of  a sense of existence or continuity

If boundaries are sympoietic, decisions are likely to be open to outside 

influences, acknowledging dynamic situations (nature of real world)

Policy & Boundary Setting

 reflexivity (use learning) 

 appreciation 
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Handshaking and mutual feeling of common ground in understanding the 

various appreciations of a situation within the taxonomy of ignorance

Creation of a common language for these appreciations

Interactions (dialogue and information sharing founded on trust and respect for 

one another’s emotions) and reflections, through common language, is required 

for handshaking and to enable systems to behave sympoietically

Emphasis on probing questions evolving as appreciation of dynamic 

situations, which leads to a revision of boundaries (learning and recognition of 

unknowns)

Probing dialogue occurs before a linguistic model based on common ground 

and agreed boundaries begins to emerge

Required Skills
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Sustainability seen as the ability for living systems to satisfy current and future 

needs considering their natural processes of birth, death, rebirth

Human-nature or social-ecological systems, such as civilisations, urban 

development, firms, etc., are living systems, which present cycles of growth, 

flourishing, decline, breakdown and possibilities for renewal

Living systems and its complexity are characterised by the interactions of six 

dimensions – STEEPV 

 Social – quality of life with equal and inclusive access to resources and services 

 Technological – creates possibilities, but technological knowledge must recognize 

ecological limits associated to economic growth

 Ecological – living within the means and capacities of ecosystems services 

(considering different geographical dimensions rather than legal boundaries)

 Economic – internalization of social and ecological externalities 

 Political – adaptive institutions leads to continuity and transformation, which require 

long term joint vision, based upon participatory democracy and responsiveness 

 Values – integration of cultural, emotional and spiritual dimensions, leading to justice, 

social ties and solidarity, respect and tolerance for individual diversity, etc. 

Sustainability and Wicked Situations
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Sustainable Cities

Social

EcologicalEconomic

Political

Technological

Values

Compact City: 

mixed land use, dense, short distances

Smart City: 

digital technologies; 

engage citizens; 

learning, adaptation 

and innovation

Creative City: 

sustain individual 

creativity and local 

culture; encourage flow 

of ideas; education, 

innovation and 

collective intelligence 

Biophilic City: 

connection with local 

biodiversity 

(appreciate, protect, 

restore)

Eco City: 

minimize ecological footprint; 

renaturing (bio-based solutions)
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Foresight as an art rather than a science (methods from various sciences)

Future possibilities from what is known or can be speculated about current 

knowledge (involves subjective opinion)

Application oriented, integration of STEEPV themes (multidiciplinarity), 

ignorance and appreciation of a situation through boundary setting 

Move from methods towards investigative ideas rather than analytical ones

Tension between expertise and creativity  shifts in opinion

Due diligence as an intellectual task of articulating a cascade of situations with 

the intention of proposing and criticising possible amelioration

Need for an ability to guide one’s evolving understanding about the dynamism 

of the situations under analysis through questioning and reasoning

Foresight and Wicked Situations 
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 Ability to reason about ignorance

 Engage and articulate speculation (subjective opinion), expertise 

(confidence) and conjecture (creativity)

 Understand numbers and quality of data

 Think in terms of systemic situations (thus embracing complexity, 

uncertainty and emergence)

 Develop excellence in breath and depth

 Build a bridge between policy/decision makers and practitioners via 

language (interaction/alignment)

Required Skills in Foresight
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Appreciate the evolving dynamism of a situation through a process of 

questioning and reasoning from:

 Narrow creativity and imagination to inventing futures that change the way we see 

and act in the present (using novel frames)

 Knowledge, certitude and probability to welcoming unknowability, uncertainty and 

improvisation as sources of novelty

 Systematic ways of predicting, preparing for or colonizing the future to systemic 

ways of using the future to expand our understanding of the present (expanding 

boundaries and constraints)

 Likely/possible/desired evolution of systems we operate in (therefore familiar or 

‘known’) to inventing the future of ‘unknown’ systems (outside-out) and implications 

in these or yet other ‘unknown’ systems

 Unrevealed biases and describing extrapolations of the present in the future to 

exposing anticipatory assumptions and describing discontinuities and ‘unknowns’

 Addiction to methods and the use of checklists and analytical processes vs. 

investigative ideas and emphasis on the entire STEEPV set with probing questions 

evolving as appreciation of the situation and its dynamics

Due Diligence & Futures Literacy
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Expectations and desires with respect to the future of sustainable cities

Participants will be provided with a reframing model to describe a “disruptive”

or “systemically discontinuous” imaginary future 

 Model designed without reference to probability or desirability. There is no expectation 

that this imaginary future will or will not come to pass or that it will be “good” or “bad”

 The aim is to give participants a few descriptive variables and functional relationships 

that depart from existing dominant societal attributes and organizational forms. It is 

meant to equip participants with new or unfamiliar elements for describing the future 

 This will be an “outside the box” image or “theatre stage” that can inspire creative 

thinking. It shall be a model that embraces novel emergent complexity and treats 

uncertainty as a resource not a threat 

Participants will be guided to identify and probe new questions, especially 

those which might have been considered unimportant or incomprehensible 

without going through the process 

Foresight & Sustainable Cities
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Advance participants’ capacity to make strategic decisions in contexts of 

ambiguity by more fully exploring the potential of the present 

Help ensure that diversity and complexity can serve as sources of inspiration 

Learn about the anticipatory assumptions we use to imagine the future of a 

particular subject under analysis (i.e. sustainable cities) in order to be able to 

expand our understanding of the present by probing new questions 

Design a ‘safe space’ for dialogue that ensures that individuals can make 

personal contributions in an interactive, shared sense-making context 

This is believed to be critical for tapping into the collective intelligence of the 

group

It may require a strong emphasis on the design and “real-time” facilitation of 

the group dynamics 

Intended Outcomes


